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Abstract19

Cortical microcircuits are very complex networks, but they are composed of a rel-20

atively small number of stereotypical motifs. Hence one strategy for throwing light21

on the computational function of cortical microcircuits is to analyze emergent compu-22

tational properties of these stereotypical microcircuit motifs. We are addressing here23

the question how spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) shapes the computational24

properties of one motif that has frequently been studied experimentally: intercon-25

nected populations of pyramidal cells and parvalbumin-positive inhibitory cells in layer26

2/3. Experimental studies suggest that these inhibitory neurons exert some form of27

divisive inhibition on the pyramidal cells. We show that this data-based form of feed-28

back inhibition, which is softer than that of winner-take-all models that are commonly29

considered in theoretical analyses, contributes to the emergence of an important com-30

putational function through STDP: The capability to disentangle superimposed firing31

patterns in upstream networks, and to represent their information content through a32

sparse assembly code.33

Significance statement:34

We analyze emergent computational properties of an ubiquitous cortical microcircuit mo-35

tif: populations of pyramidal cells that are densely interconnected with inhibitory neurons.36

Simulations of this model predict that sparse assembly codes emerge in this microcircuit37

motif under spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP). Furthermore we show that differ-38

ent assemblies will represent different hidden sources of upstream firing activity. Hence39

we propose that STDP enables this microcircuit motif to carry out a fundamental com-40

putational operation on neural activity patterns.41
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1 Introduction42

A promising strategy for understanding the computational function of a cortical column43

was proposed by [Douglas et al., 1989, Shepherd, 2004, Grillner and Graybiel, 2006],44

and others: To probe computational properties of prominent network motifs of a cortical45

column, commonly referred to as microcircuit motifs. We are addressing computational46

properties of one of the most prominent microcircuit motifs: densely interconnected pop-47

ulations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. We focus on motifs in layer 2/3, where48

parvalbumin-positive (PV+) inhibitory neurons (often characterized as fast-spiking in-49

terneurons, in particular basket cells) are interconnected with nearby pyramidal cells with50

very high connection probability in both directions, see e.g. [Packer and Yuste, 2011, Fino51

et al., 2012, Avermann et al., 2012]. One usually refers to this type of inhibition as lateral52

or feedback inhibition. The dynamics of this microcircuit motif has frequently been exam-53

ined in-vivo [Wilson et al., 2012, Petersen and Crochet, 2013, Pala and Petersen, 2015],54

and modelled in [Avermann et al., 2012]. We examine computational properties that55

emerge in a model M for this microcircuit motif under spike-timing dependent plasticity56

(STDP).57

One cannot model this microcircuit motif by the frequently considered winner-take-all58

(WTA) model, since this model would require that the firing of a single pyramidal cell (the59

”winner”) can suppress firing of other pyramidal cells in the motif. But experimental data60

show that several pyramidal cells need to fire in order to engage feedback inhibition through61

PV+ cells [Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011, Avermann et al., 2012]. Divisive inhibition has62

been proposed as a more realistic mathematical model for this softer type of inhibition63

[Wilson et al., 2012, Carandini and Heeger, 2012]. Our goal is to understand the impact64

of this softer type of inhibition on neural codes and computational properties that emerge65

under STDP. There exists a large number of preceding studies of emergent computational66

properties of WTA-like microcircuit motifs, from [Rumelhart and Zipser, 1985] to [Nessler67

et al., 2013]. But they were based on the assumption of strong WTA-like lateral inhibition.68

The functional role of inhibition in this microcircuit motif can be better approximated69

by a variation of the k-WTA model [Maass, 2000], where several (k) winners can emerge70

simultaneously from a competition of pyramidal cells for firing. We show that this softer71

competition leads to the emergence of shared feature selectivity of pyramidal cells, like72

in the experimental data of [Lee et al., 2012], where small subsets of pyramidal cells73

(assemblies), instead of single neurons, respond to specific input features (see Figure 2).74

We also show that an important computational operation, blind source separation75

[Földiak, 1990], also referred to as independent component analysis [Hyvärinen et al.,76

2004], emerges in this microcircuit motif through STDP. This operation enables a network77

to disentangle and sparsely represent superimposed spike inputs that may result from78
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connection conn. prob. [%] symbol w [a.u.] delay [ms]

Input→E 100 w [0.01, 1] [0, 10]

E→I 57.5 wEI 13.57 1

I→E 60 wIE 1.86 1

I→I 55 wII 13.57 1

Table 1: Neuron-type specific synaptic connection parameters in M. Connection
probability (conn. prob.), synaptic weight (w), and synaptic delay. Weights from inputs to
excitatory network neurons are plastic and bounded to the given range. The corresponding
delays are uniformly distributed in the given range. Synaptic efficacies can be motivated
from a theoretical perspective, see Discussion.

separate sources in the environments or upstream neural networks. This modular coding79

scheme avoids a combinatorial explosion of the number of neurons that are needed to80

encode superimposed sources, since they become encoded by superpositions of neural81

codes (assemblies) for each of the sources, rather than by a separate neural code for every82

superposition that occurs. An example is given in Figure 4,5 for the case of arbitrarily83

superimposed vertical and horizontal bars, a well-known benchmark task for blind source84

separation [Földiak, 1990]. This distributed coding scheme also supports intra-cortical85

communication and computation based on spike patterns or spike packets as proposed86

in [Luczak et al., 2015], see Figure 3.87

2 Methods88

2.1 Definition of a data-based microcircuit motif model M89

We consider in this article a model for interacting populations of pyramidal cells with PV+
90

inhibitory neurons on layer 2/3 that is based on data from the Petersen Lab [Avermann91

et al., 2012] and refer to this specific model as the microcircuit motif model M.92

The microcircuit motif model M consists of two reciprocally connected pools of neu-93

rons, an excitatory pool and an inhibitory pool. Inhibitory network neurons are recurrently94

connected. Excitatory network neurons receive additional excitatory synaptic input from95

a pool of N input neurons. Figure 1A summarizes the connectivity structure of the model96

together with connection probabilities. Connection probabilities have been chosen accord-97

ing to the experimental data described in [Avermann et al., 2012] and listed in Table 198

together with connection-type specific synaptic parameters. For a connection probability99

p between two pools, each individual pair of neurons from these two pools is randomly100

chosen to be connected by a synapse with probability p.101

Input neurons emit Poisson spike trains with time-varying rates. We tested several102
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temporal profiles of theses rates in different simulations as described below in the corre-103

sponding sections. Let t
(1)
i , t

(2)
i , . . . denote the spike times of input neuron i. The output104

trace ỹi(t) of input neuron i is given by the temporal sum of unweighted postsynaptic105

potentials (PSPs) arising from input neuron i:106

ỹi(t) =
∑
f

ε(t− t
(f)
i ), (1)

where ε is the synaptic response kernel, i.e., the shape of the PSP. It is given by a double-107

exponential function108

ε(s) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

cε
(
e−s/τf − e−s/τr

)
, if 0 ≤ s ≤ Tε

0 , otherwise

, (2)

with the rise time constant τr = 1 ms, a fall time constant τf = 10 ms and a cut-off after109

Tε = 50 ms, see also Figure 1B. The constant cε = 1.435 was chosen to assure a peak value110

of 1. All synapses in the network have the same response kernel ε. For given spike times,111

output traces of excitatory network neurons and inhibitory network neurons are defined112

analogously and denoted by z̃m(t) and Ij(t) respectively.113

The network consists of M = 400 excitatory neurons, modeled as stochastic spike114

response model neurons [Jolivet et al., 2006] that we define in the following. The stochas-115

ticity of the model stems from its stochastic spike generation, where spikes are generated116

according to a Poisson process with a time-varying rate (the instantaneous firing rate of117

the neuron). The instantaneous firing rate ρm of a neuron m depends exponentially on its118

current membrane potential um,119

ρm(t) =
1

τ
exp(γ · um(t)) , (3)

where τ = 10 ms and γ = 2 are scaling parameters that control the shape of the response120

function. After emitting a spike, the neuron enters an absolute refractory period for 10121

ms during which the neuron cannot spike again. These excitatory neurons project to122

and receive inputs from a pool of inhibitory neurons. Thus, the membrane potential of123

excitatory neuron m is given by the sum of external inputs, inhibition from inhibitory124

neurons, and its excitability α125

um(t) =
∑
i

wimỹi(t)−
∑
j∈Im

wIEIj(t) + α, (4)

where Im denotes the set of indices of inhibitory neurons that project to neuron m, and126

wIE denotes the weight of these inhibitory synapses. Ij(t) and ỹi(t) denote synaptic input127
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(output traces) from inhibitory neurons and input neurons respectively, see above. We128

used α = −5.57. These parameter values can be motivated from a theoretical perspective129

[Legenstein et al., 2017].130

Apart from excitatory neurons there are Minh = 100 inhibitory neurons in the network.131

While [Jolivet et al., 2006] provides a stochastic model for pyramidal cells, no such model is132

available for PV+ inhibitory neurons. Experimental data indicates that in these neurons,133

the relationship between the synaptic drive and the firing rate, i.e., the frequency-current134

(f-I) curve, is rather linear over a large range of input strengths [Ferguson et al., 2013, Ho135

et al., 2012]. We therefore modeled inhibitory neurons as stochastic spike response neurons136

with an instantaneous firing rate given by137

ρinhm (t) = σrect(u
inh
m (t)), (5)

where σrect denotes the linear rectifying function σrect(u) = u for u ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise.138

The absolute refractory period of inhibitory neurons in the model is 3 ms. Inhibitory139

neurons receive excitatory inputs from excitatory network neurons as well as connections140

from other inhibitory neurons. The membrane potentials of inhibitory neurons are thus141

given by142

uinhm (t) =
∑
i∈Em

wEIz̃i(t)−
∑
j∈IIm

wIIIj(t) + uopt, (6)

where z̃i(t) denotes synaptic input (output trace) from excitatory network neuron i, Em143

(IIm) denotes the set of indices of excitatory (inhibitory) neurons that project to inhibitory144

neuron m, wEI (wII) denotes the excitatory (inhibitory) weight to inhibitory neurons, and145

uopt denotes an external optogenetic activation of inhibitory neurons. uopt was set to 0 in146

all simulations except for the simulation shown in Figure 1D, where optogenetic activation147

was modeled by setting uopt = 50 (arbitrary units). The synaptic weights from excitatory148

network neurons to inhibitory neurons imply that a single spike in the excitatory pool149

induces a spike in a given post-synaptic inhibitory neuron with a probability of 0.17,150

consistent with experimental findings that several excitatory neurons have to be active in151

order to induce robust spiking in PV+ interneurons [Avermann et al., 2012].152

Synaptic connections from input neurons to excitatory network neurons are subject to153

STDP. A standard version of STDP is employed with an exponential weight dependency154

for potentiation [Habenschuss et al., 2013b], see Figure 1C. All input weights wij are155

updated as follows. For each postsynaptic spike at time tpost, all presynaptic spikes in156

the preceding 100 ms are considered. For each such pre-before-post spike pair with time157
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difference tpost − tpre, the weight is increased by158

Δwij(tpost − tpre) = ηe−wij+1e
− tpost−tpre

τ+ , (7)

with τ+ = 10 ms. The learning rate η is 0.01 except for Figure 4 where η = 0.02 to speed up159

learning. For each presynaptic spike at time t, all postsynaptic spikes in the preceding 100160

ms are considered. For each such post-before-pre spike pair with time difference tpre−tpost,161

the weight change is given by162

Δwij(tpre − tpost) = −ηe
− tpre−tpost

τ− , (8)

with τ− = 25 ms. Synaptic weights are clipped to wmin = 0.01 and wmax = 1. In all163

simulations, initial input weights were drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval164

[wmin, wmax]. This concludes the definition of the microcircuit motif model M.165

2.2 Details to computer simulations of the model M166

Here, we provide details to the computer simulations reported in Results. It is recom-167

mended that the reader skips this section at first reading. References to the individual168

subsections are given at the appropriate places in Results.169

All simulations were performed in PCSIM, a spiking neural network simulator written170

in C++ that provides a Python interface, which was extended in order to support simu-171

lation of the model. All simulations were performed with a discretization time step Δt of172

1 ms. Simulation code is available at https://github.com/zjonke/EImotif.173

Details to simulations for Figure 1174

For Figure 1D, the input to M was given by simulated visual bars stimuli at various ori-175

entations (see Details to simulations for Figure 2 below for details). Orientation-tuned176

neurons emerged in a learning phase that lasted 400 s of simulated biological time. The177

tuning curve of one excitatory neuron was evaluated in the original circuit. Then, opto-178

genetic stimulation of inhibitory neurons was mimicked by setting the external activation179

uopt in eq. (6) to uopt = 50 (arbitrary units) in all inhibitory neurons, with the effect of180

increasing the total rate of inhibition. The tuning curve of the same excitatory neuron was181

then evaluated in this modified network. All procedures in the learning and evaluation182

phase were the same as described below in Details to simulations for Figure 2.183

Details to simulations for Figure 2184

Here, we tested the behavior of M on an input distribution that mimics visual bar patterns185

of various orientations. In this simulation, network inputs were generated from 180 two-186
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dimensional binary pixel arrays of size 20 × 20. A prototypical horizontal bar of width187

2 pixels centered on the array was rotated in steps of 1 degree in order to obtain 180188

pixel arrays that span the space of possible bar orientations. These pixel arrays were then189

transformed into 400-dimensional rate vectors where each entry had a rate of 75 Hz if the190

corresponding pixel was on (i.e., the bar covered that pixel) and 1 Hz otherwise. During a191

simulation, a rate vector was chosen randomly (uniformly out of the 180 vectors). The ith192

component of this rate vector then defined the firing rate of input neuron i to the network.193

One rate vector was presented to the network for 50 ms. During this time, input neurons194

produced Poisson spike trains with the rate as defined in the corresponding entry of the195

chosen rate vector. Between the presentation of two consecutive bar patterns, all input196

neurons spiked with a rate of 2 Hz for a duration drawn from a geometric distribution197

with a mean of 50 simulation time steps Δt, corresponding to 50 ms simulated biological198

time.199

During the learning phase, the network was presented with such patterns for 400 s.200

In a testing phase, STDP in the network was disabled and input patterns were presented201

to the network in the same manner as in the training phase for 100 h of simulated time.202

Average firing rates of excitatory and inhibitory neurons were computed conditioned on203

specific bar orientations for Figure 2E-G.204

In the simulation for panel H, the same network input was presented to a WTA network205

model proposed in [Nessler et al., 2013]. This model was termed spike-based expectation206

maximization (SEM) network. We used a model consisting of 400 neurons that competed207

in a WTA-like manner (see [Nessler et al., 2013] for details on the model). The SEM208

network was simulated with a time step of 1 ms with rectangular PSPs of length 10 ms, a209

total output rate of 100 Hz, initial weights chosen from a uniform distribution in [−0.5, 0.5],210

non-adaptive biases of 0, and a learning rate of η = 0.02 (see [Habenschuss et al., 2013b]211

for details on the simulated SEM model). The learning phase and the testing phase were212

performed in the same manner as for the model M.213

Details to simulations for Figure 3214

Here we tested our microcircuit motif model M on input that was created by the nonlinear215

superposition of 150 ms long spatio-temporal patterns.216

Creation of basic rate patterns: Input spike trains to the circuit were created by the217

superposition of two basic rate patterns. We first describe the creation of basic patterns,218

the superposition of these patterns will be discussed below.219

Let Ri denote the ith basic rate pattern. Formally, a rate pattern Ri is a matrix220

Ri = [rin,s]n=1,...,N ;s=1,...,S with rin,s denoting the firing rate of the pattern in channel n at221

frame s and S is the number of frames of the pattern. Each frame defines the firing rates222
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of channels (corresponding to the rates of input neurons) for a discrete time bin of length223

Δt = 1 ms.224

For Figure 3, we defined a set of two basic rate patterns R1,R2, each consisting of225

N = 200 channels with S = 150 frames (i.e., the length of basic patterns was 150 ms). The226

firing rate for each channel was obtained by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process drawn227

independently for each pattern and each channel. More precisely, it was calculated as rij,s =228

1.5 exp(xij,sΔt), where xij,t is given by a maximum-bounded OU process. The maximum-229

bounded OU process for a variable xt is defined as dxt = ΘOU (μOU − xt)dt + σOUdWt230

if xt < log(50) and dxt = 0 otherwise. Here, t denotes continuous time, ΘOU > 0 is the231

changing rate (speed), μOU > 0 is the mean, σOU > 0 is the noise variance and Wt is the232

standard Wiener process. The parameters were μOU = 0, ΘOU = 5, and σOU = 0.5. The233

initial values for xt in the OU process were drawn from a normal distribution with zero234

mean and unit variance. The first 50 ms of the OU process were discarded.235

Superposition of basic rate patterns: Input spike trains were created by the superpo-236

sition of a number of patterns, or more precisely their rates, from the set of basic patterns237

P = {R1,R2, . . . }. Since the procedure will below also be used for the superposition of238

bar patterns, we describe it here for an arbitrary number of basic patterns.239

We first describe the procedure that determines which basic patterns to be superim-240

posed at which times (that is, the timing of bars in Figure 3B top). Given is a set of241

basic patterns P = {R1,R2, . . . }, each pattern of length S time steps. Let nmax denote242

the maximum number of basic patterns that can be superimposed at any time t. We de-243

fine nmax registers v1, . . . , vnmax . Each register holds at any time step t either no pattern244

(empty register) or one basic pattern, with the constraint that the registers hold different245

patterns at any given time step t. The following procedure ensures that at any time,246

the probability that a given register holds some pattern is ploaded. At time step t, each247

empty register vi is loaded with some pattern independently from other time steps and248

other registers with probability 1
1+S(1−ploaded)/ploaded

. If a register is loaded at time step t,249

the basic pattern to be loaded to this register is chosen uniformly from the set of basic250

patterns that are currently not held by any register. This basic pattern is then kept in251

the register for the length of its duration S (afterwards the register is empty, but can be252

loaded again right away). Note that whether a basic pattern is in register vi or vj at some253

time t is irrelevant with respect to the produced superimposed patterns.254

This defines for any time step t, which basic patterns are to be superimposed and also255

the frame at which each of these patterns is at that time. Superposition of basic patterns256

is then accomplished as described above to obtain the rate for each input neuron. Poisson257

spike trains are drawn from the resulting rates.258

Patterns were first superimposed linearly, then a nonlinearity was applied. Consider a259
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time t when a set of patterns should be superimposed (these patterns overlap at this time260

point). For the linear superposition, the rate of a particular channel in the superposition261

at time t is given by the sum of the rates of this channel in all patterns that overlap at262

time t. More formally, let S(t) denote the set of indices of patterns that overlap at time t263

and let si(t) denote the frame at which pattern i is at time t (if the pattern presentation264

started at time t′, the pattern is in frame si(t) =
⌊
t−t′
Δt

⌋
+ 1 at time t, with Δt being the265

discretization time step). Then the linearly superimposed rate rlinearj (t) for channel j is266

given by267

rlinearj (t) =
∑
i∈S(t)

rij,si(t). (9)

In the final nonlinear step, the firing rate rj(t) of input neuron j at time t is squashed by268

a sigmoidal nonlinearity269

rj(t) =
fH

1 + exp
(
− 2κ

fH
(rlinearj (t)− 0.5fH)

) , (10)

where fH = 75 Hz is the maximum attainable rate and κ = 5 sets the width of the270

sigmoidal function. In order to avoid completely silent periods in the input between271

pattern presentations, the rate of each input neuron is set to 2 Hz at times t when no272

patterns are superimposed (i.e., S(t) = {}).273

For Figure 3, we used 2 basic patterns with a maximum number of superimposed basic274

patterns of nmax = 2 and each register had a load probability of ploaded = 0.5 (i.e., each275

register was loaded with some basic pattern half of the time).276

Pattern-selectivity and activity plots in Figure 3B, C: Network activity was ana-277

lyzed after a learning period of 400 s of simulated biological time. Neurons were classified278

as preferring pattern 1 (green pattern), as preferring pattern 2 (blue pattern), or as non-279

selective based on a procedure similar to the one used in [Harvey et al., 2012]: First, an280

activity trace for each neuron was obtained by convolving its spike response with a double281

exponential kernel eq. (2) with τr = 1 ms, τf = 20 ms, and cut-off time Tε = 200 ms.282

A neuron was considered to be active if it had at least 2 spikes during the simulation283

time. We classified a neuron as pattern modulated if it was an active neuron and if it had284

a twice as high average activity trace during presentations of patterns than during the285

times without patterns. From the pattern modulated neurons, a neuron was classified as286

pattern selective if it had significantly different activity traces during presentation of blue287

and green patterns. This was determined by a two-tailed t-test with significance value set288

at p < 0.05. If a neuron was pattern selective, its pattern preference was decided based289

on the average activity trace during blue and green pattern presentations: the preferred290

pattern was defined as the pattern for which the mean of the activity trace is higher.291
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Finally, we call a neuron that is not pattern selective a non-selective neuron.292

For average activity plots in panel C, the green and blue patterns were presented to the293

network in isolation, 200 presentations per pattern. Activity traces of all pattern selective294

neurons were averaged over all presentations of the pattern and subsequently normalized295

to their peak average activity. Neurons were then sorted by the time of their peak average296

activity at presentation of their preferred pattern and average activity was plotted in297

the sorted order for both patterns. In panel B, spike trains were also plotted separately298

for green pattern preferring neurons, blue pattern preferring neurons and non-selective299

neurons. The sorting of the former two groups was the same as in panel C.300

Details to simulations for Figure 4301

For this simulation, basic rate patterns were superimposed as described above for Figure302

3. The experiment however differed in the number and choice of basic patterns. Network303

responses, precision measures, and synaptic weight vectors were evaluated and plotted304

after a learning period of 400 s simulated biological time.305

Creation of basic rate patterns: Basic patterns consisted of 64 channels that were306

representing horizontal and vertical bars in a two-dimensional pixel array of size 8 × 8307

pixels. The pattern length was 50 ms (50 frames) and in contrast to the basic patterns308

for Figure 3, the rate in each individual channel was constant over the period of the309

pattern, i.e., rin,s = rin for s = 1, . . . , S. Each of the 64 channels, rin in a basic pattern Ri
310

corresponded to one pixel in an 8 × 8 pixel array. We defined 16 basic patterns in total,311

corresponding to all possible horizontal and vertical bars of width 1 in this pixel array.312

For a horizontal (vertical) bar, all pixels of a row (column) in the array attained the value313

75 while all other pixels were set to 0. The channel rates rin were then defined by the314

values of the corresponding pixels in the array.315

Superposition of basic rate patterns: Basic rate patterns were superimposed as de-316

scribed above for Figure 3. A maximum of nmax = 3 basic patterns were allowed to be317

superimposed at any time with a load probability of ploaded = 0.9 (see Details to sim-318

ulations for Figure 3 above for a definition). In addition to the rates defined by this319

superposition, a noise rate of rnoise(t) = 3(3 − npat(t)) Hz was added to each channel,320

where npat(t) denotes the number of patterns that are superimposed at time t.321

Precision measure: Our aim was to quantify how well neurons prefer particular basic322

patterns (i.e., are tuned to particular basic patterns). To measure tuning properties,323

we computed the precision measure [van Rijsbergen, 1974] Precisionij for each pair of324

excitatory neuron i and basic pattern (bar) j. To this end, we say that a neuron i indicates325

the presence of a pattern whenever the neuron spikes. The precision Precisionij is then the326

fraction between the number of times the presence of pattern j is correctly indicated by327
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neuron i divided by the number of times that neuron i indicates that pattern. Hence, the328

precision measures how well one can predict the presence of a pattern j, given that neuron329

i spiked. Note that the precision measures whether the pattern is present whenever there330

is a spike, and not whether the neuron spikes whenever the pattern is present. Since many331

neurons are jointly representing a pattern, the latter question does not make sense on the332

individual neuron level (it will be quantified later in Figure 5C on the population level).333

Panel C shows for each pair of excitatory neuron i and basic pattern (bar) j the334

precision measure Precisionij . Formally, the precision measure is defined according to [van335

Rijsbergen, 1974] as336

Precisionij =
TPij

TPij + FPij
, (11)

where TPij denotes the true positive count and FPij denotes the false positive count for337

that pair. The true positive count TPij is given by the number of times that neuron i338

spikes while basic pattern j is present in the input. A pattern that starts at time t is339

defined to be present in the interval [t, t+SΔt+τ ]. Here, SΔt is the length of the pattern340

and τ = 10 ms corrects for PSPs that increase the firing rates of excitatory neurons even341

after the pattern disappeared. The false positive count FPij denotes the number of times342

that neuron i spikes when pattern j is not present.343

We say that a neuron i prefers basic pattern j if the neuron has maximum precision for344

pattern j and this precision is larger or equal to 0.8, and if the second largest precision that345

neuron i has for any other pattern is lower then 0.7. A neuron is said to be pattern-selective346

if it prefers some pattern and non-selective otherwise. In panels B and C, pattern-selective347

neurons are shown and sorted according to their preferred basic pattern.348

Details to simulations for Figure 5349

Figure 5 shows the behavior of M over the course of learning in the overlapping bars task350

(same setup as Figure 4). 10 independent simulation runs were performed, each for 1000351

s of simulated biological time.352

In Figure 5A, a neuron is considered to be recruited if it is pattern selective. In353

Figure 5B a pattern is considered to be represented if at least on neuron prefers that354

pattern. Since several excitatory neurons in the circuit can specialize on a given basic355

pattern, the network performance shown in Figure 5C was evaluated over ensembles of356

neurons, where ensemble Ei is given by the set of neurons that prefer basic pattern i.357

To quantify how well basic pattern i is represented by ensemble Ei, we computed the F1358

measure [Van Rijsbergen, 2004]. The F1 measure is at its maximum value of 1 if the359

following holds true: a neuron in the ensemble Ei is active if and only if basic pattern i360

is present in the input. False positives (i. e., some neuron in the ensemble is active in the361
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absence of the basic pattern) and false negatives (i. e., the basic pattern is present in the362

input, but no neuron of the ensemble is active) reduce the measure, and the minimum363

possible value of the measure is 0. Hence, the F1 measure for basic pattern i measures364

how well this basic pattern is represented by the ensemble Ei. Formally, we computed the365

F1 measure [Van Rijsbergen, 2004] for ensemble Ei defined as366

F1i =
2TPi

2TPi + FNi + FPi
, (12)

where FNi denotes the false negative count. The true positive count TPi is given by the367

number of times that basic pattern i is present and detected by ensemble Ei, where the368

pattern active during [t, t+ SΔt] is detected if some neuron of the ensemble fires at least369

one spike within [t, t + SΔt + τ ]. The false negative count FNi denotes the number of370

times when the pattern i is active but there is not a single spike from ensemble Ei. To371

calculate the false positive count FPi, we split the time between two presentations of the372

pattern (time without pattern i) into periods of [t, t + SΔt + τ ] (where the last period373

can be shorter). Then the false positive count FPi denotes the number of such periods374

during which there is at least one spike from ensemble Ei. In Figure 5C, the mean F1375

measure over all 16 basic patterns is plotted, thus indicating how well all the patterns are376

represented by the network. For comparison, a SEM network as used for Figure 2H was377

trained on the same input for 2000 s simulated time.378

Details to simulations for Figure 6379

Figure 6 shows analysis regarding the temporal relation between excitation and inhibition380

in M in the experiment of Section 3.3 (Figure 3) after learning. Panel A depicts the mean381

firing rate of excitatory neurons in the network (blue; mean taken over all excitatory382

neurons) and the mean firing rate of inhibitory neurons (red; smoothed through a 100 ms383

boxcar filter) as well as the scaled mean firing rate of inhibitory neurons (dashed green).384

The mean firing rate of inhibitory neurons is scaled down by the ratio of the average385

excitatory and inhibitory firing rates (average taken over the whole simulation time) in386

order to facilitate comparison.387

The lag between excitation and inhibition was quantified in a similar manner as in388

[Okun and Lampl, 2008]. The cross-correlation function between excitatory and scaled389

inhibitory firing rate for a duration of 10 seconds was computed (plotted in panel B).390

The lag was then given by the offset of the peak in the cross-correlation function (plotted391

in panel C) from 0. In order to evaluate the influence of connections between inhibitory392

neurons, we performed the same simulations without I-to-I connections and quantified the393

lag in the same manner (panel C). In order to facilitate a fair comparison, in addition to394

removing I-to-I connections we also scaled down synaptic weights of I-to-E connections395
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by factor of 0.1155 to obtain the same excitatory firing rate as in the case with I-to-I396

connections.397

3 Results398

3.1 A data-based model for a microcircuit motif consisting of excitatory399

and inhibitory neurons400

We analyze computational properties of densely interconnected populations of excitatory401

and inhibitory neurons. In particular, we analyze a model for interacting populations of402

pyramidal cells with PV+ inhibitory neurons on layer 2/3 that is based on data from the403

Petersen Lab [Avermann et al., 2012], see Figure 1A, B. We refer to this specific model as404

the microcircuit motif model M.405

The excitatory pool in M consists of M stochastic spiking neurons, for which we use406

a stochastic version of the spike response model that has been fitted to experimental data407

in [Jolivet et al., 2006]. In this model the instantaneous firing rate ρm(t) of neuron m is408

approximated by the exponential function applied to the current membrane potential (see409

eq. (4) in Methods). These excitatory neurons project to and receive inputs from a pool410

of inhibitory neurons, that are also interconnected among themselves, with connections411

probabilities taken from [Avermann et al., 2012]. Each excitatory neuron m in the network412

also receives excitatory synaptic inputs ỹ1(t), .., ỹN (t) from external input neurons, whose413

contribution to its membrane potential at time t depends on the synaptic efficiency wim414

between the input neuron i and neuron m. We assume that these afferent connections415

are subject to a standard form of STDP, see Figure 1C and Definition of a data-based416

microcircuit motif model M in Methods for details.417

Negative (inhibitory) contributions
∑

j∈Im wIEIj(t) to the membrane potential of pyra-418

midal cell m have according to the neuron model a divisive effect on its firing activity,419

since its instantaneous firing rate ρm can be written (by substituting eq. (4) in eq. (3)) as:420

ρm(t) =
1

τ

exp (γ
∑

iwimỹi(t) + γα)

exp
(
γ
∑

j∈Im wIEIj(t)
) . (13)

Here, the numerator includes all excitatory contributions to the firing rate ρm(t), that421

is, the synaptic inputs (unweighted sum of EPSPs) ỹi(t) from input neurons weighted by422

the corresponding synaptic weights wim. α denotes the neuronal excitability, and τ, γ are423

scaling parameters that control the shape of the response function of the neuron. The424

denominator in this equation for the firing rate describes inhibitory contributions, thereby425

reflecting divisive inhibition [Carandini and Heeger, 2012]. Here, Ij(t) denotes synaptic426

input from inhibitory neuron j weighted by some common weight wIE (Im denotes the set427
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of all inhibitory neurons that connect to neuron m).428

Divisive inhibition has been shown to be characteristic for the interaction of pyramidal429

cells with PV+ inhibitory neurons [Wilson et al., 2012]. In order to test also on a functional430

level the divisive character of inhibition in the model, we artificially increased the firing rate431

of inhibitory neurons in the circuit by a constant, corresponding to the in-vivo experiment432

described in [Wilson et al., 2012], where activity of the PV+ neurons was increased through433

optogenetic stimulation. The response of pyramidal neurons to this increased inhibition434

in M resembles the experimental data, see Figure 1D.435

3.2 Emergent neural codes: From WTA to k-WTA436

In our first test of emergent computational properties of this microcircuit motif model437

M we examined the emergence of orientation selectivity. We provided as external spike438

inputs pixel-wise representations of bars in numerous random orientations with superim-439

posed noise (Figure 2A). Bars were transformed into high-dimensional spike inputs by440

representing each black pixel of an oriented bar for 50 ms through a Poisson input neuron441

with a Poisson rate of 75 Hz, whereas all other input neurons had a Poisson rate of 1442

Hz. See Figure 2B for a typical resulting spike input pattern. The initial network re-443

sponse is shown in Figure 2C, and the network response after applying STDP for 400 s444

to all synapses from input neurons to excitatory neurons in Figure 2D. One clearly sees445

in Figure 2D the emergence of assembly codes for oriented bars. A closer look at the446

resulting tuning curves of excitatory neurons in Figure 2E, F shows a dense covering of447

orientations by Gaussian-like tuning curves similar to experimental data from orientation448

pinwheels (see Figure 2 d,e in [Ohki et al., 2006]). In contrast, inhibitory neurons did not449

become orientation selective (Figure 2G) in accordance with experimental data [Kerlin450

et al., 2010, Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011].451

The tuning curves of excitatory neurons in Figure 2E, F demonstrate a clear difference452

between the impact of divisive inhibition in this data-based model M and previously453

considered idealized strong inhibition in WTA-circuits [Nessler et al., 2013], see Figure 2H454

on emergent computational properties. In the data-based model M several (on average455

k = 17) neurons respond to each orientation with an increased firing rate. This suggests456

that the emergent computational operation of the layer 2/3 microcircuit motif with divisive457

inhibition is better described as a k-WTA computation, where k winners may emerge458

simultaneously from the competition. In contrast, for the WTA model with idealized459

strong inhibition [Nessler et al., 2013] at most a single neuron could fire at any moment460

of time, and as a result at most two neurons responded after a corresponding learning461

protocol with an increased firing rate to a given orientation (see Figure 2H and Figure 5462

in [Nessler et al., 2013]).463
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From the perspective of computational complexity theory, the k-WTA computation is464

known to be for k > 1 more powerful than the simple WTA computation [Maass, 2000].465

However, the number k of winners in this microcircuit motif is not fixed: It depends on466

synaptic weights and the external input. Hence one can best describe its computation as467

an adaptive k-WTA operation.468

3.3 Emergent computation on spike patterns469

Simultaneous recordings from large numbers of neurons demonstrate the prominence of470

large-scale activity patterns in networks of neurons [Luczak et al., 2015]. They are471

commonly referred to as assemblies, assembly sequences, or assembly phase sequences.472

Since [Hebb, 1949] they have been proposed to reflect tokens of brain computations that473

connect the fast time scale of spikes (ms) to the slower time scale of cognition and behaviour474

(100’s of ms). But their precise role in neural coding and computation has remained un-475

known. It is proposed by [Luczak et al., 2015] that they serve as basic information compo-476

nents in global cortical communication, where each of these activity patterns is initiated477

by a particular cortical region and broadcast to all areas it projects to. We show here478

that our microcircuit motif model M is able to carry out a computational operation on479

large-scale activity patterns that is fundamental for such a global communication scheme:480

It can demix superimposed spike patterns that impinge on a generic cortical area, and481

represent the presence of each pattern in their input stream through the firing of sepa-482

rate populations of neurons. This suggests that the layer 2/3 microcircuit motif has an483

inherent capability to solve the well known cocktail party problem (blind source sepa-484

ration) [Cherry, 1953] on the level of larger activity patterns. This capability emerges485

automatically through STDP, as demonstrated in Figure 3 for our data-based model M.486

The input to the microcircuit motif model M is generated in Figure 3 by 200 spiking487

neurons. Two repeating activity patterns (green and blue patterns) are superimposed for488

the generation of Poisson spike trains (shown for every 2nd neuron in the top row of Figure489

3B ). These two large-scale activity pattern consist of two time varying rate patterns for the490

200 input neurons (center of Figure 3A) that are nonlinearly superimposed with random491

offsets in the continuous spike input to our model. In spite of these random offsets and492

the large trial-to-trial variability of spike times in each of the two patterns (see panels on493

the right of Figure 3A), STDP in the synaptic connections from inputs to the excitatory494

neurons in the model produced after 400 s two assemblies (green and blue spikes in the495

middle row of Figure 3B). Each responded to just one of the two input patterns, and496

represented its temporal progress through a stereotypical sequential firing pattern (Figure497

3C). This effect occurs even if none of the two input patterns is ever presented in isolation498

during learning, as shown for illustration purposes for test inputs after learning on the499
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right side of Figure 3B. Such emergent demixing of superimposed spike patterns in the500

layer 2/3 microcircuit motif could enable downstream neurons to selectively respond to501

just one of the patterns. Furthermore the sequential activation of the two assemblies can502

also inform downstream networks through the firing of specific neurons about the current503

phase of each of the two input patterns.504

3.4 Emergent modular sparse coding505

[Földiak, 1990] suggested that complex objects or scenes are encoded in the brain through506

a sparse modular code, where each neuron signals through its firing the presence of a507

particular feature in the network input. In this way a combinatorial explosion of the508

number of neurons is avoided, that would be required if each complex external object509

or scene is encoded as a whole by separate neurons. [Földiak, 1990] proposed to use510

superpositions of bars (lines), like in the top part of Figure 4A, as benchmark inputs to511

test sparse modular coding capabilities of neural network models. A neural network is512

able to avoid the combinatorial explosion of the number of neurons that are needed to513

encode such complex inputs if it learns to represent them in a modular fashion, where514

each neuron encodes the presence of one of the bars (in a particular location) in the515

composed input. A key question is how such codes can emerge in a network autonomously516

if only composite images (consisting of several superimposed bars) are presented as network517

inputs. A WTA circuit is not able to develop a good modular code since it does not allow518

inputs to be represented through the firing of more than one neuron. Hence a natural519

question is whether biologically more realistic softer lateral inhibition, as implemented in520

our model M, supports the emergence of sparse modular codes through STDP. Figure 3521

demonstrated already some weak form of modular coding for superpositions of two spatio-522

temporal patterns in the input.523

Emergent neural codes for Földiak’s superposition-of-bars problem are examined in524

Figure 4 and Figure 5 for our model M with 400 excitatory and 100 inhibitory neurons as525

before. Superpositions of up to 3 bars were presented through 64 spiking input neurons in526

a pixel-wise encoding. Each Poisson input neuron signaled for 50 ms through an increased527

firing rate if the corresponding pixel was covered by a bar (each bar covered 8 horizontal or528

8 vertical pixels in an 8×8 pixel array). Each of the 16 possible bar positions is indicated in529

Figure 4A through a different color. Composed network inputs were created by randomly530

drawing superposition of bars from the pool of 696 combinations of up to 3 bars. Obviously531

our model M would not be able to represent each of these input patterns by a separate532

neuron. But nevertheless a complete and noise robust modular code emerged in M.533

A typical spike input stream from the 64 input neurons is shown in the middle row534

of Figure 4A. The 6 squares at the bottom of Figure 4A show for 6 representative time535
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points (indicated by grey vertical lines) the resulting pixel-wise code that represents the536

network input (darkness of red color indicates the output trace of that input neuron at537

that time, that is, its output spike train convolved with the synaptic response kernel).538

After representing such a continuously varying input stream for 400 s to the network,539

subpopulations of a few neurons (19.4 on average) emerged that each indicated through540

their firing the presence of a bar at a particular position in a noise robust manner through541

the firing of several neurons (bar position indicated at the left side of Figure 4B, and542

through a corresponding shading in the background of the spike raster). In this way543

each composite input image is represented through an emergent sparse modular neural544

code. This holds in spite of the fact that the image presentations were not synchronized,545

i.e., individual bars appeared and disappeared at random time points, and the number of546

simultaneously present bars varied.547

We quantified the learning performance of our model M in extended simulations where548

the network was exposed to this input for 1000 s of simulated biological time. The evalua-549

tion based on 10 runs with independently drawn initial synaptic weight settings and input550

patterns is shown in Figure 5 (see Methods for details). Figure 5A shows the number of551

neurons recruited for modular neural coding during learning. Figure 5B shows that the552

network rapidly and robustly learns to represent all 16 bar positions. In Figure 5C, network553

coding performance is plotted against learning time in terms of the F1-measure [Van Ri-554

jsbergen, 2004]. This measure is suitable for analyzing the reliability of assembly codes,555

where several neurons in an assembly can become selective for the same feature (here:556

bar position) in the network input. The F1-measure was separately computed for each557

bar position. An F1 measure of 1 for a bar position indicates that the bar is correctly558

reported by those neurons that are selective for a bar at this position, i.e., at least one559

of the neurons in the corresponding emergent assembly is active if this bar is present and560

all are inactive otherwise. Hence, a high F1 measure indicates a robust encoding of bar561

positions by excitatory neurons in M. In Figure 5C, the average F1 measure over all bar562

positions is plotted. After 1000 s of learning, an average F1 measure of 0.87 was attained.563

Note that the network already represents the input very well after about 200 s of learning564

(see Figure 5C), although only around 200 neurons have become pattern selective at this565

point (see Figure 5A). Subsequently, the ensembles that represent basic patterns become566

larger, but this has only a small impact on network performance. For comparison, a WTA567

network with idealized strong inhibition (as used for Figure 2H) was trained on the same568

input. In the WTA circuit, neurons did not develop a modular code but specialized on569

combinations of bars.570
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3.5 Comparing the resulting temporal dynamics of inhibition with ex-571

perimental data572

We analyzed the resulting temporal dynamics of inhibition in the model M after the learn-573

ing experiment of Section 3.3 (Figure 3). Figure 6A shows the time courses of the average574

firing rates of excitatory neurons (blue) and inhibitory neurons (red; scaled inhibitory rate575

in green for better comparison) during an example time interval of 500 msec. Consistent576

with experimental findings [Okun and Lampl, 2008], inhibition tracks excitation quite577

precisely, with a small time lag.578

We quantified the lag between excitation and inhibition like in [Okun and Lampl, 2008]579

as the temporal offset of the peak of the cross-correlation function between the excitatory580

and scaled inhibitory firing rates (plotted in Figure 6B, black line). The resulting lag of 3581

msec is comparable to the measured mean lag of 3.5 ms in-vivo [Okun and Lampl, 2008].582

In accordance with the data in [Avermann et al., 2012] we included inhibitory con-583

nections within the pool of inhibitory neurons (I-I connections) in the microcircuit motif584

model M. We found that these connections play an important role, because they decrease585

the lag between excitation and inhibition. This is quantified in Figure 6B, where the black586

line shows the resulting correlation between excitation and inhibition in the model, and587

the grey line for a variation of the model where all I-I connections have been deleted. The588

average lag between excitation and inhibition increased through this deletion from 3 ms589

(black bar in Figure 3C) to 9 ms (gray bar in Figure 3C). With intact I-I connections,590

inhibition is sharpened since early inhibitory responses to excitation reduce subsequent591

inhibitory spikes with a larger lag. For further details on these experiments see Details to592

simulations for Figure 6 in Methods.593

4 Discussion594

We have investigated the computational properties of interconnected populations of pyra-595

midal cells and PV+ interneurons in layer 2/3 (Figure 1), one of the most prominent596

motifs in cortical neural networks. Our analysis was based on data from the Petersen597

Lab for layer 2/3 of mouse barrel cortex as summarized in [Avermann et al., 2012]. We598

have shown that the dynamics of inhibition in a simple model M for this microcircuit599

motif is consistent with additional experimental data. Figure 1D shows that the resulting600

feedback inhibition is consistent with data from [Wilson et al., 2012]. Furthermore inhi-601

bition follows excitation in our model with a lag of around 3 ms (see Figure 6A), a value602

that is close to the experimentally measured mean lag of 3.5 ms [Okun and Lampl, 2008].603

The model M has produced in addition in Figure 6B,C a hypothesis for the functional604

role of synaptic interconnections among PV+ cells in this context: It suggests that these605
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connections contribute to the small value of this lag.606

We found that the role of inhibition in this microcircuit motif cannot be captured607

adequately by a WTA model. We are proposing to consider instead a variation of the k-608

WTA model, where the k most excited neurons are allowed to fire. The k-WTA model is609

well known in computational complexity theory, and tends to produce more computational610

power than the simple WTA model [Maass, 2000]. A closer look shows that the dynamics611

of the microcircuit motif can be captured even better by an adaptive k-WTA model. In612

this model, the actual number of neurons that fire in response to a network input may613

vary.614

We have investigated the computational properties that emerge in the model M under615

STDP for spike input streams that contain superimposed firing patterns. We found the616

emergent capability to disentangle these patterns, and represent the occurrence of each617

pattern by a separate sparse assembly of neurons (Figure 2-4). Hence we propose that618

the ubiquitous microcircuit motif of densely interconnected populations of excitatory and619

inhibitory neurons provides an important atomic computational operation to large-scale620

distributed brain computations. Through this operation, each network module may pro-621

duce one of a small repertoire of stereotypical firing patterns, commonly referred to as622

assemblies, assembly sequences, or packets of information [Luczak et al., 2015]. If these623

assembly activations are fundamental tokens of global cortical computation and communi-624

cation, as proposed by [Luczak et al., 2015], then cortical columns have to solve a particular625

instance of the well-known cocktail party problem [Cherry, 1953]: They have to recognize626

and separately represent spike inputs from different assemblies that are superimposed in627

their network input stream.628

The existence of blind source separation mechanisms of this type had already been629

postulated in [Földiak, 1990] as a prerequisite for avoiding a combinatorial explosion in630

the number of neurons that are needed to represent the information contained in complex631

spike input streams. We have shown in Figs. 3–5 that blind source separation for spike632

patterns emerges automatically in the microcircuit motif model M through STDP. This633

holds even for a more demanding version of the benchmark task that [Földiak, 1990]634

had proposed: Disentangling and representing superpositions of bars not only for a fixed635

number, but also for varying numbers of superimposed bars.636

Relation to theoretical models for cortical microcircuit motifs637

It is natural to ask whether a theoretical analysis can be performed to better understand638

the emergence of this fundamental computational capability. Unfortunately, the analysis639

from [Nessler et al., 2013] and [Habenschuss et al., 2013b] in terms of mixture distri-640

butions is only applicable to WTA circuits. A novel theoretical analysis in [Legenstein641
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et al., 2017] shows that one can relate some parameters of the model M — such as the642

neural excitability α and various synaptic efficacies in the network — to parameters of a643

probabilistic model for softer divisive inhibition. Synaptic efficacy parameters and neural644

excitabilities used in the simulations for this article can be related to this probabilistic645

model.646

Related work647

Learning in networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons was also studied in [Litwin-648

Kumar and Doiron, 2014]. However, they did not study plasticity of synaptic connections649

from inputs to the network. Consequently, their model could not learn to perform any650

feature extraction from input patterns, which is the primary emergent computational651

property of the model M. Rather, self-organization led in the model of [Litwin-Kumar652

and Doiron, 2014] to an associative memory-like network behavior. An interesting feature653

of their model was the use of a fast Hebbian STDP rule for synaptic connections from654

inhibitory to excitatory neurons (iSTDP), which was in their model essential for maintain-655

ing a balance of excitation and inhibition. We did not find a need for such fast inhibitory656

plasticity. Instead, we set the strengths of inhibitory connections to fixed values. However,657

it would be interesting to study which types of iSTDP would lead to a self-organization658

of inhibitory dynamics that also supports blind source separation.659

A soft WTA model for cortical circuits with lateral inhibition was previously studied in660

[de Almeida et al., 2009]. Consistent with our model, the authors arrived at the conclusion661

that lateral inhibition in cortical circuits gives rise to an adaptive k-WTA mechanism,662

rather than a strict k-WTA computation. However, since it was essential for their study663

that the circuit operates in the limit of no noise, their model is hard to compare to the664

stochastic model that we have examined. Further, the authors did not incorporate synaptic665

plasticity into their model, which is the focus of this paper.666

The model M is also somewhat similar to the models of [Nessler et al., 2013, Haben-667

schuss et al., 2013a, Kappel et al., 2014]. However, these studies did not model inhibition668

through feedback from inhibitory neurons. Instead inhibition was provided in a symbolic669

manner as a normalization of network activity, leading to strict WTA behavior.670

The emergent computational operation in our model, the extraction of superimposed671

components of input patterns, is closely related to independent component analysis (ICA)672

[Hyvärinen et al., 2004]. Previous work in this direction includes the classical work673

by Földiak [Földiak, 1990] and implementations of ICA in artificial neural networks674

[Hyvärinen, 1999]. It was shown in [Bell and Sejnowski, 1997] that ICA predicts features675

of neural tuning in primary visual cortex. A more recent model for a similar compu-676

tational goal was proposed in [Lücke and Eggert, 2010]. This model is more abstract677
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and only loosely connected to cortical microcircuit motifs. ICA with spiking neurons was678

previously considered in [Savin et al., 2010]. The authors derived theoretical rules for in-679

trinsic plasticity (i.e., rules for homeostasis of neurons) which, when combined with input680

normalization, weight scaling, and STDP, enable each neuron to extract one of a set of681

independent components of inputs. While closely related in terms of the computational682

function, the data-based form of inhibition in our model M has quite different features.683

In [Savin et al., 2010], the main purpose of inhibition is to decorrelate neuronal activity684

so that different neurons extract different features. Sparse activity is enforced there by685

intrinsic plasticity. Intrinsic plasticity in their model is thus required to work on a fast686

time-scale (the time scale of input presentations). In contrast, sparse network activity in687

our data-based model M is enforced by inhibition. It is known that feedback inhibition is688

very fast and precise [Okun and Lampl, 2008], while it is unclear whether this is also true689

for intrinsic plasticity [Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004].690

Experimentally testable predictions of our model691

A main prediction of our model (see Figure 3) is the emergence of blind source separation692

of superimposed spike patterns. In addition, our model predicts that each of the identified693

basic patterns of the spike inputs becomes represented through some separate assembly of694

pyramidal cells. Our model predicts that this effect takes place for any type of network695

input, e.g. also for artificially generated stimuli that the organism is never exposed to696

in a natural environment. This hypothesis can be tested experimentally, e.g. through697

optogenetic control.698

In addition our model predicts a specific role of synaptic connections among PV+
699

inhibitory cells (see Figure 6): They contribute to the experimentally found small time700

lag of just a few ms by which inhibition trails excitation. This prediction can be tested701

experimentally by silencing synaptic connections among PV+ cells and measuring the702

impact on the lag between excitation and inhibition.703
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Figure 1:

Figure 1: A data-based microcircuit motif model M. A) Network anatomy. Circles805

denote excitatory (black) and inhibitory (red) pools of neurons. Black arrows indicate806

excitatory connections. Red lines with dots indicate inhibitory connections. Numbers807

above connections denote corresponding connection probabilities. B) Network physiology.808

Same as in (A), but connection delays δ and PSP shapes with decay time constant τf are809

indicated for synaptic connections. Input synapses are subject to STDP. C) Standard810

STDP curve that is used in M. Shown is the change of the synaptic efficacy in our811

model for 10 pre-post pairings in dependence on the time-difference Δt = tpost − tpre812

between a postsynaptic spike at time tpost and a presynaptic spike at time tpre. D) Divisive813

normalization in the model M. The response of an excitatory neuron in the circuit to a814

visual bar-stimulus at various orientations (see Methods and below for details) in control815

condition (black) and for simulated increased firing of inhibitory neurons (red). Note the816

divisive nature of inhibition (stronger responses are more strongly depressed in absolute817

terms). Compare to Figs. 2e, 3f in [Wilson et al., 2012].818

Figure 2:

Figure 2: Emergent neural codes in the microcircuit motif model M. A) Bars at819

various orientations serve as network inputs. Shown are network inputs arranged in 2D820

for clarity. Gray-level of each pixel indicates the resulting effective network input ỹi(t)821

(see eq. (1)) at some time point t. B) Resulting spike pattern of input neurons (every 4th822

neuron shown) for different bar orientations. Gray shading indicates the presence of a bar823

in the input with orientation indicated in panel A. C) Example spike pattern of a subset824

of excitatory neurons in the circuit to this input before learning. D) Spiking activity of825

the same neurons for the same input after applying STDP to all synapses from input826

neurons to excitatory neurons for 400 s. Only responses of orientation selective neurons827

are shown, sorted by preferred orientation. Spiking activity of a random subset of non-828

orientation selective neurons and inhibitory neurons to the same input is shown below. E)829

Emergent tuning curves of orientation selective excitatory neurons. F) The same as in E,830

but zoomed in on orientations between 90 and 120 degrees. G) Inhibitory neurons are not831

orientation selective. H) Emergent tuning curves of neurons in a previously considered832

WTA model [Nessler et al., 2013, Habenschuss et al., 2013b].833
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Figure 3:

Figure 3: Emergent computation on large-scale spike patterns. A) Two spatio-834

temporal patterns. Each pattern consists of 200 time-varying firing rates over 150 ms835

generated by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, see the middle panel (only every 2nd channel836

shown for clarity). These rate patterns give rise to highly variable spike patterns, as shown837

on the right. Basic rate patterns are superimposed nonlinearly with arbitrary relative838

timing. The left panel shows one realization of superimposed patterns for a time segment839

in panel B. Spikes are colored according to the basic pattern that most probably caused840

the spike (i.e., the one with the higher rate at that time). B) Firing response of the841

neurons in our model M for a test input stream after letting STDP be active for synaptic842

connections from input neurons to excitatory neurons in M. Two subpopulations emerged843

(green and blue), where each neuron specialized on a specific pattern and on a particular844

time segment within this pattern. Spiking activity of a subset of non-selective neurons845

(black) and inhibitory neurons (red) are shown below. C) Average firing rate of neurons846

preferring the green (top) and blue (bottom) input pattern when the green (left) and847

blue pattern (right) is shown in isolation. Neurons are ordered according to their peak848

firing rate for the preferred pattern as in panel B. Resulting selective firing responses are849

qualitatively similar to data from sensory cortices [Luczak et al., 2015] and higher cortical850

areas [Harvey et al., 2012].851

Figure 4:

Figure 4: Test of the emergence of modular sparse codes for a common bench-852

mark test. A) A difficult version of Földiak’s superposition-of-bars problem with asyn-853

chronously varying numbers of up to 3 superimposed bars. Each of the 16 bar positions854

is indicated by a separate color, and its presence in the resulting spike input stream (see855

middle row) is indicated by a horizontal colored line above the spike raster. 6 of 696856

possible composed input patterns are shown for arbitrarily chosen time points indicated857

by grey vertical lines. The pattern at the bottom of each line indicates the effective spike858

input that the network receives at that moment in time, see eq. (1). B) Emergent modular859

assembly codes in the model M after 400s. A small assembly of neurons emerges for each860

of the 16 bar positions (see color code at left axis and background shading). Activity of861

non-selective excitatory neurons is shown at the bottom. C) Quantitative analysis of the862

precision of the emergent assembly codes measured according to [van Rijsbergen, 1974] for863

each of the 310 neurons from the upper part of B) on the x-axis. Dark shading means high864

precision for encoding the bar position plotted on the y-axis. D) Typical weight vectors865

of neurons from the 16 assemblies that had emerged.866
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Figure 5:

Figure 5: Quantitative analysis of emergent coding properties in the benchmark867

task of Figure 4. A) Evolution of the number of bar selective (blue) and non-selective868

(red) neurons during learning. B) The number of bar positions represented by the network869

rises rapidly during learning. A bar position is considered to be represented if at least one870

excitatory neuron is selective for it. C) Average F1 measure of pattern-selective neural871

ensembles during learning. High F1 measure (maximum is 1) indicates emergence of highly872

selective assemblies of neurons for all bar positions (see Methods). In all plots, saturated873

colors indicate mean and light colored shading indicates STD over 10 runs.874

Figure 6:

Figure 6: Time course of excitation and inhibition in the model M A) Time course875

of the average firing rate of excitatory (blue) and inhibitory neurons (red) during 500 ms876

after learning in the experiment shown in Figure 3. The dashed green line shows a scaled877

version of the average inhibitory rate for better comparison. B) Cross-correlation func-878

tion between the excitatory and inhibitory rate reveals a small lag of about 3 ms between879

excitation and inhibition, comparable to in-vivo data. Shown is the cross correlation with880

intact connections among inhibitory neurons (black) and without these connections (gray).881

Inset shows a zoom into the dotted rectangle. C) Quantification of the lag between excita-882

tion and inhibition from panel B. Intact inhibition among inhibitory neurons significantly883

reduces the lag between excitation and inhibition.884

Table 1:885

Table 1: Neuron-type specific synaptic connection parameters in M. Connection886

probability (conn. prob.), synaptic weight (w), and synaptic delay. Weights from inputs to887

excitatory network neurons are plastic and bounded to the given range. The corresponding888

delays are uniformly distributed in the given range. Synaptic efficacies can be motivated889

from a theoretical perspective, see Discussion.890
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